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INTRODUCTION 
Closed-cell metal foams are engineering cellular materials with excellent properties for mechanical applications 

during impact loading, for example, low-density and high-energy absorption. These properties make them attractive 
materials for a wide range of applications. Their potential use extends to packaging, automotive, aerospace, military and 
armour materials [1, 2]. The possible use in defence industries as a sacrificial cladding and kinetic energy absorption of 
these materials have been assessed in several studies. Most studies have used conventional materials testing machines to 
examine the response through quasistatic loading [3, 4] or continual velocity loading [5-9]. Also, there is a controversial 
opinion regarding these materials’ inertial and structural sensitivity during impact loading. Some studies claimed that 
these materials exhibit stain hardening during the impact loading. Islam et al. studied the closed-cell aluminium foams 
using the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar [10]. They found that the closed-cell foam exhibits significant strain hardening 
due to its structural and inertia effects. While there are many studies on the dynamic compaction of these materials, their 
indention, penetration and perforation behaviour for various shaped projectiles is somewhat inadequate. However, the 
most typical phenomena these materials are likely to encounter in their working environments include impulsive or 
collision and confined penetration at low velocity [11-13]. In this regard, there has been very little work done on these 
materials.     

Recently Islam et al. studied the effect of impactors’ shape on the mechanical behaviour of closed-cell metal foams 
experimentally [14]. They used x-ray computed tomography (XCT) to use the deformation of the samples before and 
after the tests. The XCT-based characterisation of this material is time-consuming and costly. As a result, predicting the 
impact perforation behaviour of these materials requires a finite element study. Kader et al., as well as other research 
groups, have used XCT rendered data to simulate and characterise cell collapse using dynamic loading [10, 15-20]. Micro-
computed tomography-based foam geometry was used in that work. The results were then explored using ABAQUS/ 
EXPLICIT. The primary goal of their research was to examine the microstructural collapse of aluminium foams over 
time. X-ray tomography, on the other hand, is an expensive procedure for evaluating material behaviour for mathematical 
and empirical inquiry. In this regard, the mechanical and deformation behaviour of the homogeneous geometry of actual 
foam properties in finite element analysis is intriguing to understand. 

In this study, the experimental investigation is conducted to explore the low-velocity impact using several projectile 
tips. The experimental samples were scanned using XCT before and after the impact to investigate the deformation 
behaviour. The foam samples were of the same dimension as experimental samples during the finite element analysis. 
Also, the projectiles were chosen from the sample geometry. After the experimental investigation, all other testing criteria 
were assigned to the finite element model. The mechanical behaviour and deformation response of empirical and finite 

ABSTRACT – Closed-cell cellular materials gained tremendous interest in their application in 
aerospace, shipbuilding and defence industries due to their exceptional impact energy absorption 
and lightweight characteristics. To assess the suitability of these materials in practical utilisation, a 
proper characterisation in dynamic loading is necessary. This paper investigates closed-cell 
aluminium foam's deformation behaviour due to low-velocity projectile impact in experimentation 
and finite element analysis. The collapse mechanism was numerically and empirically examined. 
The experiment and the finite element analysis were found to be in good agreement. The low-
velocity projectile impact tests were conducted using an instrumented drop-tower with several 
projectile tips with an impact energy of 105 J. Finite Element modelling using ABAQUS explicit was 
undertaken. The results reveal that FE modelling of true foam properties using solid geometry has 
a good correlation with experimental results. In this study, four impactors/indenters (flat-faced, 
hemispheric, conical, and truncated-conical) were used. A detailed structural collapse during the 
low-velocity dynamic impact has been explored with XCT data and finite element tools. 
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element analyses were compared. To understand the deformation mechanisms of the foam for various indenter geometry, 
we compared the deformation of FE studies with deformation via -CT data.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Materials and Properties 

The experimental investigation used CYMAT stabilised aluminium foams (SAFs) with a density of 0.51 g/cc. The 
foam was made using the direct foaming method [15]. The bulk alloy is melted during foam production. Then, during the 
manufacturing, stabilised ceramic compounds (SiC/Al2O3) are added to the molten components, which are then put into 
a foaming box. The bubbles are created by injecting gas (air) into a rotating impeller in a regulated manner, resulting in 
a foam structure. Variations in operational circumstances, such as gas pressure and temperature, control the cell size. The 
foundation material was made up of 8-10% silica, 0.5 % magnesium, 1% iron, and 1% copper [15]. A sample of the 
closed-cell foam that has been tested is given in Figure 1. The foam samples of 1×90 mm were cut from a 500×500 mm 
and 23 mm thick foam panel. Also, a FE sample of the same dimension as the actual experimental sample is given in 
Figure 1. Figure 1 depicts a typical macroscopic view of a foam sample and its morphological structure. 

 

 
Figure 1. A representative sample of closed-cell foam for the low-velocity impact tests. 

Low-velocity impact tests were carried out using four different impactors. The experiments were conducted with an 
automated drop tower (CEAST 9350) fitted with a 90 kN force sensor at an impact velocity of 6 m/s, as illustrated in 
Figure 2. The test velocity was selected as ~6 m/s so that the impactor does not fully penetrate the specimen to understand 
the entire deformation field, including underneath the impactor. The total weight of the falling mass was kept at a constant 
5.85 kg. The four indenters’ geometric profiles are shown in Figure 3.   

 

 
Figure 2. Schematic of the drop-weight impact setup. 

The impact energies and drop height were adjusted by changing the drop velocities. Samples were attached to a flat 
hard plate to provide rigid boundary conditions throughout the testing. Furthermore, the impacted specimens were imaged 
via XCT before and after deformation. Images were captured using a Hamamatsu (Japan) microfocus X-ray source and a 
flat-screen detector (pixel size: 0.14 m) for imaging. Every degree of rotation of the foam specimen was recorded using 
radioscopic images. Image indentation images were generated from raw tomography images from the processed medial 
axis and network generation (MANGO). The raw tomographic images were cleaned using the MANGO software tool’s 
anisotropy diffusion (AD) and unsharp musk (UM) filters. Then the greyscale projections of XCT were transferred to 
binary images using the MANGO tool.  
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Figure 3. Impactor’s tips for experimental (right) and numerical (left): (a) flat circular, (b) hemispheric, (c) conical and 

(d) truncated conical. 

FE Analysis 
The target material used for analysis is aluminium foam. A 90 mm square box with a 23 mm thickness serves as the 

target. The foam’s Young’s modulus was calculated to be 103 MPa. The Poisson’s ratio is assumed to be 0.33. The density 
of the aluminium foam employed in this project is 530 kg/m3. The Johnson-Cook material model was utilised in the 
plastic property sections. The Johnson-Cook material model is the most often utilised material model in numerous 
research studies. A small detail of this material model has been described as follows:  

The stress-strain relationship is defined in an equation form in the Johnson-Cook material model. The equation is  
 

𝜎𝜎 = (𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛)(1 + 𝐶𝐶 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝜀𝜀∗)(1 − 𝑇𝑇∗𝑚𝑚) (1) 
 
where 𝜎𝜎  and 𝜀𝜀 are the equivalent Stress and equivalent plastic strain respectively, 𝐴𝐴 , B and C are the constants known 

as the yield stress of material in reference condition, strain hardening constant, and strengthening coefficient of strain rate 
respectively, m is the thermal softening coefficient and n is strain hardening coefficient. The values of these material 
constants are taken from experimental studies [21] as follows: A= 324.1 MPa; B = 113.8 MPa; C=0.002; n =0.52, m = 
1.34 and 𝜀𝜀0 =1.  

There is no influence given to temperature measurements in this study. As a result, neither the temperature parameters 
nor the method for determining all of these values are addressed in this article. Johnson-Cook damage criteria are used in 
this work. Johnson-Cook Damage equation is stated here:  

 
𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 = [𝐷𝐷1 + 𝐷𝐷2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝐷𝐷3(

𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚
𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

))][1 + 𝐷𝐷4 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙( 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝∗)][1 + 𝐷𝐷5𝑇𝑇∗] (2) 
 
where 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚 is the mean stress, 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  is the equivalent stress, and 𝐷𝐷1, 𝐷𝐷2, 𝐷𝐷3, 𝐷𝐷4, 𝐷𝐷5 are the damage model constants, and 

the value of these constants are taken as -0.77,1.45, 0.47, 0.0, 1.6, respectively. It was assumed that each of the impactors 
had a distinct rigid body of a different shape. As a result, the primary concern was the impactor’s mass. The impactor 
weighed 5.85 kg, which is considered a point mass.  

 In the mesh module, the mesh is dependent. For dependent mesh, the parts have meshed in two steps. Part by part, 
the mesh is done—the approximate global size in the seed option was 1.3 for the target material. In the element library 
option, explicit is chosen. This target element is of the tetrahedral element type. For this option, C3D4 elements have 
been chosen. C3D4 means a tetrahedral aspect that has one integration point. C3D4 elements are generally used for 
solving any structural element analysis. A total of ~5500 elements produced the best results for the optimum 
computational time.   

The approximate global size in the seed option was 0.8 for the target material. The stiff impactor has R3D4 elements 
attached to it. A gravity load is applied in the load module. In boundary condition sections, the target material’s exterior 
faces are considered encastre, which means no movement or rotation exists for all these four faces. In the base face of the 
target material, displacement or rotation type is selected. Only vertical or translational motion is permitted within this 
boundary condition.  

For the impactor, a boundary condition is imposed in the reference point upon which the weight of the impactor acts. 
In this reference point, the boundary condition type is displacement or rotation. Furthermore, this boundary condition 
only permits movement in the vertical direction. In the predefined field manager command, an initial velocity is defined 
in the reference point. Different velocities are assigned for the detailed analysis of this dynamic problem. 
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Figure 4. Meshed geometry of the impactors and target foam sample. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
At first, the quasistatic compression and dynamic compression tests of the foam samples were carried out to evaluate 

the mechanical behaviour of the foam in static loading. The assessments were carried out using conventional UTM 
(Shimadzu AGX V-series) with a strain rate of 10-3 S-1. On the other hand, dynamic compression tests were carried out 
using a drop tower with an impact velocity of 6 m/s. The stress-strain curves in quasistatic and dynamic compaction tests 
are shown in Figure 5. The quasistatic specimens were compressed to approximately 12 mm (~50% of nominal strain).  

 

 
Figure 5. The stress-strain curves of closed-cell aluminium foams during quasistatic (QS) and impact (drop weight) 

tests. 

The stress-strain curves from drop-tower loading exhibit oscillations, as may be shown in Figure 5. This was most 
likely due to the specimen and impactor interacting in a repeated wave pattern. As a possible explanation for the 
oscillation, cycles of plastic collapse in the sample’s weaker regions could be to blame. [23, 24] reported similar 
oscillations in the dynamic loading of similar materials.  

Low-velocity indention and impact tests were carried out with the same drop tower machine with customised projectile 
tips such as flat-circular, hemispheric, conical and truncated-conical. The response of the load-displacement curve with 
the variation of impact for individual indenters is also shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The load-displacement curves of 
finite element analysis are also presented with the experimental load-displacement curve. It is noted that the load-
displacement curve for the flat-circular indenter has higher oscillation than all other indenters. The oscillation during the 
impact was the wave interaction between the indented and the target. The cross-sectional area of the conical indenter 
gradually increased as the depth of indentation increased. Crushing and frictional forces were increased in the specimen’s 
inclined indentation due to the impact, which led to an increasing load. At the beginning of the curve, the truncated-
conical indenter shows an interesting curve that has the effect of a flat and conical indenter combined. It is presumed that 
the actual impact was caused by a combination of foam crushing beneath the indenter, tearing, and frictional work 
(discussed in a later section). Overall, a good agreement between the experimental and FE load-displacement curve is 
found for all the indenters.  
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Figure 6. Load-indentation depth curves for four different shaped indenters.  

 
Figure 7. Energy absorption curves for four different shaped indenters. 

The response of dynamic indentation in the foam samples for all four indenters are further evaluated for the impact 
energy absorption capacity for various indenters during impact. The energy dissipation of the foam samples due to the 
impactor for experimental and FE analysis are also presented in Figure 7. It is noted that the impact reaction time for the 
flat-circular indenter is the shortest, whereas the reaction time of the conical indenter is noted highest. The overall trend 
of the FE and experimental curves for all the indenter has a good agreement. The variation of the load-displacement graph 
between experimental and numerical curves lies within 5-7%. The energy absorption curve of the experimental and 
numerical has a good agreement.  

Energy absorption can be estimated from the force-displacement curve. In addition, the total energy absorption and 
absorption efficiency for the flat-circular indenter are as follows [21]:  

 
Energy absorption, 𝑊𝑊 = ∫ 𝜎𝜎(𝜀𝜀)𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀

0  (3) 
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Energy absorption efficiency: 

𝜂𝜂(𝜀𝜀) =
1

𝜎𝜎(𝜀𝜀)� 𝜎𝜎(𝜀𝜀)𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀
𝜀𝜀

0
 (4) 

                                                                                                                                                   
The velocity attenuation has further evaluated the characterisation of foams resistance to indentation. The velocity 

attenuation over time can be regarded as the energy dissipation by the indenters. The profile of velocity attenuation for 
the indenters has a good fit with the model as reported in [12, 13, 22]:  

 

𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡) = �𝑉𝑉02 −
2𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝜌𝜌0

ln (1 −
𝑒𝑒
𝜀𝜀𝐷𝐷𝜗𝜗

)�
1
2�

 (5) 

                                                                                                                                                
The resistance forces of the foams for the indenters have been analysed from the relationship between applied forces, 

reaction forces and amount of deformation. The analysis of all four indenters can be evaluated by applying Newton’s 
second law of motion.  

According to the second law:  
 

𝑚𝑚
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 = −𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 (6) 

                                                                                                                                                                 
The dynamic perforation force acting on the foams sample can be expressed as crushing the foams beneath the indenter 

and tearing the call around the edge of the indenter.  
 

𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ + 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛 + 𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆ℎ𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜 (7) 
                                                                                                                         
Now, for the flat circular indenter, the penetration resistance load by the foam specimen excluding the shock wave 

effect for our low-velocity tests as the crushing, friction and tearing forces.   
 

𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 = 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ + 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇 (8) 
 
The frictional force between the flat indenter surface and the foam is minimal since the deformation is localised 

underneath the indenter. Thus, the tearing of the cell wall and the crushing of the cell wall would be considered the total 
force. Hence, the indenter resistance force Fd is expressed as:  

 
𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝∗ + 2𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝜋𝜋 (9) 

  

𝜋𝜋 = (𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 − 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝∗ )/2𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟 =
(𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 − 𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝). 𝑟𝑟

2  (10) 

                                                                                                                                                           
where, 𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 = 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑

𝜋𝜋𝑐𝑐2
 , Where pd is the plateau stress in the quasistatic test and r is the indenter’s radius. From the 

experimental data of the closed-cell of 0.51 g/cc density foam, the 𝜋𝜋 value has been calculated from the quasistatic 
indentation tests, which was found as 18.6 kJm-2. The tearing energy can be further estimated by [22] as:   

 
𝜋𝜋 = 𝐶𝐶 �𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓

𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠
�
𝑛𝑛

  kJm-2  
 
Now, for the hemispheric indenter total resisting force,  

  
𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 + 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛 (11) 

  

𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 =
𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷2𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

4 + 𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷𝜋𝜋 + 𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑 (12) 

                                                                                                                                                 
In the case of truncated indenter, the plastic cell collapse occurred directly beneath the flat part and of the indenter 

and tearing of cell contact between the indenter’s slant surfaces as the indenter moves deeper into the specimen. Thus, 
the indentation for a truncated indenter comprises plastic crushing energy and tearing the cell by the slant surface and the 
force required to shear the slant surface as the indenter is pushed into the specimen [8]. According to [23], the resistance 
force can be calculated by:   

 
𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ + 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇 + 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 (13) 
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𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐 + 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 + 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐/cos 𝜃𝜃 (14) 

𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 𝜎𝜎∗𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2 + 2𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝜋𝜋 +
𝜏𝜏∗

cos𝜃𝜃 𝜋𝜋ℎ(ℎ tan𝜃𝜃 + 2𝑟𝑟) (15) 

                                                                                                                  
where, r is the radius of the indenter tip (10 mm for the truncated indenter and 2mm for the conical). 𝜎𝜎∗ is the yield 

stress of the foam estimated as ~5 MPa during quasistatic compression. 

DEFORMATION ANALYSIS 
The deformation of the experimental specimens has been investigated using X-ray μ-CT data analysis. At first, the 

compressed samples in drop weight loading were elucidated. A representative sample after reconstruction of 3D image 
from XCT data and post-processing of finite element sample are shown in Figure 8. DRISHTI is used to recreate indented 
specimens using X-ray computed tomography data and 3D image analytics.  

 

 
Figure 8. A representative post-impact numerical and experimental sample impacted by a hemispheric impactor. 

 
Figure 9. Cells collapse field of closed-cell metal foam of experimental and finite element sample stuck by a flat-

circular indenter: (a) a section perpendicular to the loading direction, (b) a section parallel to the loading direction, (c) a 
section perpendicular to the loading direction for FE sample, and (d) a section parallel to the loading direction for FE 

sample.  
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Figure 10. Cells collapse field of closed-cell metal foam of experimental and finite element sample stuck by a 

hemispheric indenter: (a) a section perpendicular to the loading direction, (b) a section parallel to the loading direction, 
(c) a section perpendicular to the loading direction for FE sample, and (d) a section parallel to the loading direction for 

FE sample. 

The deformation fields of internal sections of indented materials affected in experiments and FE analysis are shown 
in Figure 9 to Figure 12. Each figure depicts various inside views of the indented samples, such as a 3D cross-section and 
a crosswise section. Both finite element and reconstructed XCT samples show that there is little distortion or deformation 
in the surrounding area of the sample, and the indentation is localised underneath the indenters. The same results were 
noticed for the other indenters types for experimental and FF samples. 

Post-processing FE samples further elucidate the deformation field of indented specimens for all four indenters. 
During the deformation, the collapse was observed to begin just below the impactors’ surface, just like in the experimental 
samples. The impact force beneath the indenter was totally absorbed by the collapsing cells. The hemispheric, conical, 
and truncated-conical indenters have a similar deformation field, with the deformations being much more confined 
beneath the indenters. The deformation field of real samples is shown to be in good agreement with the deformation field 
in FE analysis. As a result, using the FE analysis in this work, equivalent research using different indenters can be 
predicted. Because no more material deterioration is necessary, this FE analysis may be more sustainable than the 
experimental study.  

Visualisations based on XCT data demonstrated clearly the specimen’s deformation process. Figure 9 to Figure 12 
show that deformation spread from the impactor surface to the specimen’s bottom as the indenter descended into the 
foam. Foam XCT data has also been examined in a transverse section to investigate mechanisms of lateral deformation. 
Even though the mesoscale strain was massive, there was no global strain at all because the cell walls from the top filled 
the neighbouring voids (cell level). Frictions between adjacent cell walls in a small area can increase the amount of energy 
absorbed. On the other hand, the specimens’ bottoms show no signs of deformation in any of the indentation tests. In low-
velocity projectile impact environments, this indicates that closed-cell aluminium foam can be used as an impact energy 
absorber, such as in sacrificial cladding or protective shields, and can reduce damage to the rear of the foam sample if it 
is thick enough.  
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Figure 11. Cells collapse field of closed-cell metal foam of experimental and finite element sample stuck by a conical 
indenter: (a) a section perpendicular to the loading direction, (b) a section parallel to the loading direction, (c) a section 
perpendicular to the loading direction for FE sample, and (d) a section parallel to the loading direction for FE sample.  

 
Figure 12. Cells collapse field of closed-cell metal foam of experimental and finite element sample stuck by a 

truncated-conical indenter: (a) a section perpendicular to the loading direction, (b) a section parallel to the loading 
direction, (c) a section perpendicular to the loading direction for FE sample, and (d) a section parallel to the loading 

direction for FE sample.  

Overall, the experimental and FE deformation of closed-cell foam under low-velocity impact using various indenters 
are summarised in Figure 13. The foam adjacent to the indenter surface deformed first. This deformed foam pushed into 
the foam as the indenter further went until the foam absorbed the total kinetic energy of the indenter through deformation. 
Finally, the foam’s entire deformation zone under the indenter makes a shape almost similar to the indenters’ outer shape 
that penetrated the foams. Deformed cell walls migrated toward nearby void spaces and then bent based on the shape of 
the voids, as shown in this experiment (Figure 9 to Figure 12). Figures 9 to Figure 12 show that the top wall of pores 
moves toward the voids by forming hinges at weaker points. Most pore collapse occurs just beneath indenters; the cells 
at the bottom, on the other hand, remain unaltered. Consequently, the deformation of the foam area is highly localised, 
and almost all of the impact energies of the impactor are absorbed by the foam adjacent to the impactor. This implies that 
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these materials are appropriate for impact energy absorbent in armour materials and sacrificial cladding in armour 
vehicles.  

 

 
Figure 13. A summary of closed-cell foam deformation during experimental and numerical analysis. 

CONCLUSION 
The mechanical performance of closed-cell aluminium foams was examined using low-velocity impact testing and 

FE modelling. XCT data rendering and FE analyses were also used to study the collapse behaviour of closed-cell foams 
under low-velocity impacts. Dynamic indentation testing has investigated the cell collapse mechanisms and energy 
absorption capacity of CYMAT closed-cell aluminium metal foams. The XCT reconstructed foam geometry and FE post-
processing samples were explored to elucidate the detailed structural deformation. The following specific conclusions 
can be drawn from the current investigation:  

i. The FE study of closed-cell foams employing experimental material parameters into a homogenous material 
model shows that the mechanical behaviour and deformation field are similar to those seen in the experimental 
inquiry.  

ii. XCT of the impacted samples (drop impact) showed that the collapse field in low-velocity impact commenced 
just beneath the indenter (Figure 19 to Figure 13) and spread with the indenters until the foams’ resistance fully 
stopped the impactors. 

iii. Closed-cell aluminium foam’s response to low-velocity impacts is influenced by the shape of the indenter’s 
nose and the preliminary impact energy at which the impact occurred, according to experimental results.  

iv. For both experimental and FE, the load-displacement and absorbed energy-time graphs show a similar pattern. 
As a result, it is clear that FE analysis employing continuum geometry with actual foam properties produces 
results that are comparable to those obtained in the experimental work.  

v. The cell collapse of the foams began right beneath the indenter (see Figure 9 to Figure 12) and propagated with 
the indenters, according to the study (both experimental and FE).  
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